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NOTE
HOSPITALIZATION OF MENTALLY ILL CRIMINALS
IN PENNSYLVANIA AND NEW JERSEY *
Much of the writing about the interrelationship of criminal law and
mental illness has concerned itself with the formulation and reformulation
of standards of criminal responsibility acceptable to both the legal and the
medical professions.' Many pages and volumes have been devoted to a
continuing evaluation of the relative merits of the hoary M'Naghten test 2
and the impatient, would-be dauphin, the Durham rule.3 The role of the
psychiatrist called upon to testify as to an accused's legal sanity has also
been subjected to intensive examination, 4 as has the question of competency
* This Note is the result of a study financed by the annual grant to the University
of Pennsylvania Law School for studies on law enforcement and individual liberty.
The grant is provided by Jacob Kossman, Esq., of the Philadelphia Bar, in memory
of the late Justice Wiley C. Rutledge. Supplemental funds were provided by the
Institute of Legal Research of the University of Pennsylvania.
After a review of available literature, interviews were conducted with state
mental health officials of New Jersey and Pennsylvania, with members of the staffs
of Farview State Hospital and the New Jersey State Hospital at Trenton, and with
officials of the Pennsylvania Prison Society. The authors wish to thank all persons
interviewed for their cooperation and interest.
Materials for the statistical analyses included in this Note were gathered from
the records of all patients released from Farview and Trenton between January 1,
1945, and June 1, 1960, and from the records of the current populations of the institutions. The tables appended to this Note are based on these records.
1 Unfortunately-at least from the point of view of most psychiatrists-the
abandonment of the nineteenth-century M'Naghten rule has been advocated primarily
by scholars writing in law reviews and books, while the retention of the older rules
has been advocated by judges writing majority opinions. For a sampling of the
recent cases rejecting the rule adopted in Durham v. United States, 214 F.2d 862
(D.C. Cir. 1954), see Commonwealth v. Chester, 337 Mass. 702, 150 N.E.2d 914
(1958); State v. Lucas, 30 N.J. 37, 152 A.2d 50 (1959); Commonwealth v. Woodhouse, 401 Pa. 242, 164 A.2d 98 (1960).
2 Often roughly called the "right and wrong" test, the rule was originally enunciated by the House of Lords in Daniel M'Naghten's Case, 10 Cl. & Fin. 200, 8 Eng.
Rep. 718 (1843). Its most usual variation has been in combination with the so-called
"irresistible impulse" test. M'Naghten now prevails in its pure form in thirty-one
states3 and in combination with irresistible impulse in fifteen states.
Durham v. United States, 214 F.2d 862 (D.C. Cir. 1954). Durham is in
force only in the District of Columbia, where it was originally formulated, and
Maine, where it has been adopted by statute, see Me. Pub. Laws 1961, ch. 310
(adding ME. REv. STAT. ANN. ch. 149, §§38-A to -B), although a somewhat
similar approach has been employed in New Hampshire for almost ninety years,
see Reid, Understanding the New Hampshire Doctrine of Criminal Insanity, 69
YALE L.J. 367, 389-98 (1960); 1960 Wis. L. REV. 528, 529 & n.21. For more
expansive treatments of the rules of criminal responsibility, see Hall, Psychiatry
and Criminal Responsibility, 65 YALE L.J. 761 (1956) ; Symposiun-Mental Responsibility and the Criminal Law-A Defense, 45 Ky. L. REv. 215 (1957). For a
more recently formulated rule of responsibility, see MODEL PENAL CODE § 4.01 (Tent.
Draft No. 4, 1955). The American Law Institute's formulation has received judicial
acceptance in United States v. Currens, 290 F.2d 751 (3d Cir. 1961) (with a small
variation, see id. at 774 & n.32), in VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 13, § 4801 (1958), and in at
least one concurring opinion, see Kwosek v. State, 8 Wis. 2d 640, 656, 100 N.W.2d
339, 346 (1960), 1960 Wis. L. Rav. 528.
4 See, e.g., OVERHOLSER, THE PSYCHIATRIST AND THE LAW 105-34 (1953);
Broderick, The Role of the Psychiatrist and Psychiatric Testimony in Civil and
Criminal Trials, 35 NOTRE DAME LAW. 508 (1960).
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to stand trial.5 But all of these writings have been notably unsuccessful
in persuading courts and legislatures to replace established rules and practices with standards which more accurately reflect modern psychiatric
knowledge. 6 However, seemingly undaunted by the strength of conservative resistance, the proponents of change continue to debate which criminals
are responsible and how the designation is to be made. It is disappointing
that in the interim more attention has not been paid to the disposition of
criminals who have been labeled "legally insane" or "incompetent to stand
trial." Perhaps the problem resists discussion because it is not as "legal"
as the M'Naghten-Durham debates, or because the issues involved defy
7
precise definition, particularly in the adversary context familiar to lawyers.
Supplementing these factors may be a general apathy about what happens
to lawbreakers which sets in once the passions engendered by a specific
crime or trial have subsided or shifted to a new object of public furor.
Whatever the cause, little has been written concerning the treatment which
is given to mentally ill criminals: where they go to be treated; how long
they stay; and what happens to them after they are released.8 This Note
is presented with the hope that an examination of the practices and problems of two comparable institutions for mentally ill criminals will encourage
additional and more intensive research into an area too long neglected by
the academic communities of both law and medicine.
5 See, e.g., WEIHOFEN, MENTAL DISORDER AS A CRIMINAL DEFENSE 428-74 (1954) ;
Slough & Wilson, Mental Capacity To Stand Trial, 21 U. PITT. L. REv. 593 (1960).
6 See note 1 supra. The effort, of course, has not been totally in vain. See note 3
.rupra. At least one state legislature is contemplating a wholesale revision of its
statutory law pertaining to mental health. See NEW JERSEY STATE COMMISSION ON
MENTAL HEALTH, DRAFT BILL FOR THE REViSION OF TITLE 30 OF THE NEW JERSEY
STATUTES AND FOR THE AMENDMENT OF THE LAWS DEALING WITH MENTALLY ILL
AND MENTALLY RETARDED PERSONS (1960); NEW JERSEY STATE COMMISSION ON
MENTAL HEALTH, MENTAL HEALTH IN NEW JERSEY (1959).
7 The psychiatric and legal soundness of the M'Naghten rule is an issue about
which the bases of disagreement can be stated and understood almost as easily as the
disagreement itself occurs. Such is not the case when the attempt is made to appraise
the adequacy of treatment and the remedies available when that treatment is inadequate. Consider, for example, the breadth of only a few of the questions which arise:
What are the most effective and economical methods of therapy? How should
doctrinal differences as to therapeutic techniques among the various schools of psychiatric thought be resolved? How much public money should be allocated to improving and expanding treatment facilities? How can qualified personnel to administer
treatment be secured?
8 Those treatises which have been written seem to concentrate primarily on what
the author believes to have been a successful experiment in psychiatric treatment,
see, e.g., JONES, THE THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY (1953) (psychopaths), or upon provisions governing release rather than treatment, see, e.g., Goldstein & Katz, Dangeroustess and Mental Illess-Some Observations on the Decision To Release Persons
Acquitted by Reason of Insanity, 70 YALE L.J. 225 (1960); Comment, Releasing
Criminal Defendants Acquitted and Committed Because of Insanity: The Need for
Balanced Administration,68 YALE L.J. 293 (1958). A recent and more directed effort
toward a comprehensive statement of the problems involved in treatment of mentally
ill criminals is Weihofen, Institutional Treatment of Persons Acquitted by Reason
of Insanity, 38 TEXAS L. REv. 849 (1960). A helpful recent compendium of information on some of the questions mentioned in this Note is AMERIcAN BAR FOUNDATION,
THE MENTALLY DISABLED AND THE LAW (Lindman & McIntyre ed. 1961).
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DESCRIPTION OF THE HOSPITALS STUDIED

The present study comprehends the functioning of two hospitals in
neighboring states, Farview State Hospital in Waymart, Pennsylvania,
and the New Jersey State Hospital at Trenton. Farview, Pennsylvania's
maximum security mental hospital, currently has a population of about
1,375 patients, composed of persons committed as incompetent to stand
trial, 10 committed after acquittal by reason of insanity," committed while
serving sentences in state correctional institutions, 12 or, in the case of a few
dangerous patients, transferred from other state mental institutions. 13 The
New Jersey State Hospital is located in a residential area of the city of
Trenton. Its male criminal population 14 of about 330 persons is housed
in the Vroom Building, 15 a maximum security unit separate from the rest
of the hospital. 16 The entire hospital, however, is under a centralized
and staff between the
administration, and interchange of both patients
17
criminal and civil units is easily accomplished.
9 Interview With Dr. John E. Davis, Pennsylvania Commissioner of Mental
Health, in Harrisburg, Pa., June 13, 1960.
10 See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 50, §§ 1224-25 (1954), as amended, PA. STAT. ANN.
tit. 50, § 1224 (Supp. 1960); cf. PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 19, § 1352 (1930) (providing
for jury trial on issue of insanity). Compare PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 50, § 1222 (1954).
11
See PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 50, § 1221 (1954) ; cf. PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 19, § 1351
(1930).
12 See PA. STAT. ANN. fit. 50, § 1224 (Supp. 1960).
13 These are patients who either have proven too difficult to handle at less secure
institutions or have committed some crime while under commitment to another institution. Such patients are transferred to Farview by order of the Department of
Welfare. PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 50, § 1261 (1954).
14 The female criminal population of approximately fifty patients is housed in
another part of the hospital; the female patients are not included in this study.
15 Statutory provisions specifying the procedures for commitment in New Jersey
are N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2A:163-2 (1953) (commitment before trial); N.J. STAT. ANN.
§ 2A:163-3 (1953) (commitment after acquittal); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 30:4-82 (Supp.
1960) (commitment before trial or while serving sentence); N.J. STAT. ANN.
§30:4-83 (1940) (transfers from other state hospitals).
16 New Jersey has to some extent rejected the theory of institutionalization which
segregates patients on the basis of their past criminal histories rather than on the
basis of their present mental afflictions. While mentally ill felons are still placed in
the Vroom Building as a matter of course, persons guilty only of misdemeanors may
be confined in other hospitals. Interview With Dr. V. Terrell Davis, Dr. James
Goyne, and other members of the New Jersey State Hospital Staff, in Trenton, N.J.,
July 7, 1960. Segregation on the basis of criminal history has been severely criticized.
"What security measures are needed depends upon the diagnosis of the individual
patient's mental condition-not on the type of crime that he has committed or with
which he is charged." Weihofen, supra note 8, at 856-57. Weihofen also states
that in New York's noncriminal hospitals (Manhattan State Hospital and Central
Islip), civilly committed patients and persons arrested for or charged with misdemeanors are housed together, no distinction being made between them.
17 Interview With Dr. Sydney G. Fine, Clinical Director for the Vroom Building
of New Jersey State Hospital, in Trenton, N.J., Aug. 3, 1960. Transfers of patients
are ordinarily effected through the Department of Agencies and Institutions and are
made with little red tape. Ibid. In contrast, transfers from Farview to other Pennsylvania mental hospitals are difficult. Other hospitals, in addition to being filled
to capacity, are wary of accepting patients from Farview. Interview With Dr. John
P. Shovlin, Superintendent of Farview State Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., July 11, 1960.
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The location of the two institutions is reflected to some extent in the
housing facilities for patients. Farview, in an attractive rural setting, maintains its patients in large dormitories and day rooms; 18 the more trustworthy work outside, under guard, on the hospital farms. In contrast,
Trenton, located in a large urban community, houses its patients in individual barred cells. At both institutions security and custody, rather
than treatment and therapy, are emphasized. 19 Overcrowding is acute at
Farview, although when two new wards which have recently been constructed become fully occupied, overcrowding will be reduced from forty to
fifteen per cent? 0 Trenton is presently filled to only three-fourths of its
21
capacity.
More indicative of the successful functioning of a mental hospital than
its physical facilities are the qualifications and size of its staff. Judged
by present-day standards, the personnel situation at Farview State Hospital
is far from satisfactory. Farview is staffed by a superintendent, who has
about twenty-five years of psychiatric experience and is certified by examination of the American Psychiatric Association; five other physicians,
only one of whom has any significant psychiatric training other than that
received at Farview; three nurses; two social service workers, one of whom
has received a doctorate degree in this field; one psychologist; nine occupational therapists, two of whom have passed the state civil service examination for that position; six recreational therapists; and a chaplain. 2 The
American Psychiatric Association recommends a staff consisting of seventeen physicians, twenty-two nurses, four psychologists, and nine occupa'8Exceptions to this statement are the two new wards recently constructed at
Farview by the General State Authority, which resemble ordinary medical or surgical

wards: the sleeping quarters and day rooms are smaller and more numerous than in
the older wards. For the staff's reaction to the new wards, see note 20 infra.
39 For a discussion of the choice between security and therapy, see Weihofen,
.mpranote 8, at 853-55. See also Tasher, The Criminal Psychotic in an Institutional
Setting,
in BLocH, CanmE Ix AmERicA 241-43 (1961).
20
Interview With Dr. John P. Shovlin, Superintendent of Farview State Hospital,
in Waymart, Pa., July 11, 1960. Conversations with Farview guards and with the
clinical director, Dr. B. J. Willis, revealed substantial dissatisfaction with the new
ward buildings. Their X-type design will increase the difficulty of maintaining security.
While the General State Authority consulted to some extent with Farview officials

as to the plans- for the new buildings, the superintendent admitted that the final
design was "not all that it could be." At the same time, however, he stated that the
creation of additional security problems was justified by the improved treatment
facilities which the new buildings were expected to provide. Telephone Interview

With Dr. John P. Shovlin, Superintendent of Farview State Hospital, July 24, 1961.
However, as late as one year after their completion, the new wards were still three-

quarters empty, primarily because of the difficulty of selecting patients to be housed
in these less secure buildings.

Interview With Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director

of Farview
State Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., April 7, 1961.
21
Interview With Dr. V. Terrell Davis, Dr. James Goyne, and other members
of the New Jersey State Hospital Staff, in Trenton, N.J., July 7, 1960. The Vroom
Building has a capacity of about 425 patients and a current population of approximately 330. Interview With Dr. Sydney G. Fine, Clinical Director for the Vroom

Building
of the New Jersey State Hospital, in Trenton, N.J., Aug. 3, 1960.
22
Interviews With Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director of Farview State Hospital,
in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960, and April 7, 1961; Interviews With Dr. John P.
Shovlin, Superintendent of Farview State Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., July 11, 1960,
and by telephone, July 24, 1961.
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tional therapists. 23 In numerical terms, at least, it is hardly sufficient to
refer to Farview as understaffed.
Partially alleviating the absence of a sufficient number of full-time personnel is a part-time staff numbering five persons 24 and a consulting staff
in the specialties of otolaryngology, surgery, ophthalmology, urology, and
internal medicine.2 5 The services of the part-time staff equal those of an
additional one and one-third full-time physicians.
Quantitative understaffing, however, is but one-half of the true picture;
also to be considered are the training and competence of Farview's meager
staff. Aside from the superintendent and the clinical director, both of whom
have had psychiatric experience elsewhere, only one physician on the Farview medical staff has had any psychiatric training whatsoever other than
that received after coming to the hospital. One doctor, eighty-five years of
age, traces his psychiatric inclinations to a small private hospital which he
founded to care for alcoholics and into which he occasionally admitted
mentally ill patients; since World War II, he has spent fifteen years in the
state mental hospital system. 26 Another physician became involved in
psychiatric medicine by spending twenty years as an assistant to an untrained, self-styled "psychiatrist"; his subsequent experience consists of
two years at Farview. 27 Two other doctors recently came to Farview after
concluding lifelong general practices in nearby communities. 28 The
majority of the medical personnel which Farview is able to attract have
retired from private practice in northeastern Pennsylvania. The inadequacy
of the formal psychiatric training of Farview's staff seriously weakens that
hospital's ability to provide adequate care for the patients committed to its
charge.
The staff situation at the criminal division of Trenton State Hospital,
though not ideal, is far less serious than at Farview. In addition to having
access to consulting specialists in eleven different fields through the main
hospital,29 the Vroom Building itself has a permanent staff of one psy2Interview With Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director of Farview State Hospital,
in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960; Interview With Dr. John P. Shovlin, Superintendent
of Farview State Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., July 11, 1960. See also AmERIcAN
PsYC.rARIc Ass'N, STANDARDS FOR HoSPITALS AND CLINICS (rev. ed. 1958).
2
4 The part-time staff consists of an ophthalmologist, a surgeon, an anesthesiologist, and two physicians who handle the bulk of the tuberculosis control and physical
examination programs.
25 Telephone Interview With Dr. John P. Shovlin, Superintendent of Farview
State2 Hospital, July 24, 1961.
- 6 Interview With Dr. Judge, Staff Physician at Farview State Hospital, in

Waymart,
Pa., July 14, 1960.
27
Interview With Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director of Farview State Hospital,
in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960.
28 Interview

With Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director of Farview State Hospital,

in Waymart, Pa., April 7, 1961.
29 The consulting staff includes two surgeons, one chest surgeon, one ophthalmologist, two nose and throat specialists, one radiologist, one cardiologist, one urologist,
one neurosurgeon, two neurologists, two dermatologists, and one chiropodist. Interview With Dr. Sydney G. Fine, Clinical Director for the Vroom Building of New
Jersey State Hospital, in Trenton, N.J., Aug. 3, 1960.
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chiatrist, one nonpsychiatric physician, one half-time resident psychiatrist,
two regularly visiting psychologists, and one half-time social worker. 30
In order to approximate more closely the recommendations of the American Psychiatric Association, the Vroom Building staff would have to be
augmented by another psychiatrist, a full-time social worker, six nurses,
and one occupational therapist.3 1
While nearly all persons connected with Farview State Hospital agree
that it is understaffed, there is disagreement as to the primary cause of

the hospital's inability to attract qualified professional personnel in adequate
numbers. Some emphasize the low pay which the state offers its institutional employees; 3 2 others stress the distasteful nature of the institution
and its unfavorable location. 33 However the reasons given for the inadequacy of Farview's staff may be ranked, it is likely that at least six
factors contribute to the condition: first, the low salaries-12,240 a year
for a psychiatrist with three years' training; 3 4 second, the geographical
isolation which is reflected in the professional isolation of Farview per-

sonnel; 3 5 third, the type of patient-regarded by many as hopelessly
maimed in the psychiatric sense, thought to deserve nothing better than
custodial care; 3 6 fourth, the institution's past reputation for harsh and
punitive treatment of patients; 3 fifth, the lack of "fringe benefits," such
as a good local school system; 3 8 and, sixth, the lack of an established parttime program of formal psychiatric training for personnel. 39 Most of these
problems do not admit of easy or inexpensive solutions. While Farview's
30 Ibid.
1

8 Interview With Dr. Sydney G. Fine, Clinical Director for the Vroom Building
of New Jersey State Hospital, in Trenton, N.J., Aug. 3, 1960; Letter From Dr.
V. Terrell Davis, Director, Division of Mental Health and Hospitals, Trenton, N.J.,
to the University of Pennsylvania Law Review, May 22, 1961. Although none of
the hospital's twenty-two occupational therapists is assigned to the Vroom Building,
"state-use" which is the hospital equivalent of prison labor, does provide jobs for
some32patients. See text accompanying note 73 infra.
E.g., Interview With Mr. Stephen Treat, Psychologist at Farview State
Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960.
33 E.g., Interview With Dr. John Moran, Director of Social Services at Farview
State Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., July 11, 1960.
3
4 Interview With Dr. John P. Shovlin, Superintendent of Farview State Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., July 11, 1960.
3
5 Interview With Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director of Farview State Hospital,
in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960.
36 Ibid.
37
Interview With Dr. John Moran, Director of Social Services at Farview
State Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., July 11, 1960.
38 Interview With Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director of Farview State Hospital,
in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960.
39 Ibid. At present, the establishment of such a program does not seem feasible.
The doctors who would be interested in acquiring formal training do not have enough
time; others would simply not be interested in the program. A somewhat different
program is contemplated by Pennsylvania's Commissioner of Mental Health, Dr.
John Davis. Dr. Davis proposes a program whereby state-employed resident psychiatrists would take tours of duty at Farview, where they would work with a unique
type of patient and help to alleviate understaffing. This program, however, does not
seem feasible until a greater number of more highly qualified psychiatrists are attached
to the Farview staff. Interview With Dr. John Davis, Pennsylvania Commissioner
of Mental Health, in Harrisburg, Pa., June 13, 1960.
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understaffing could probably be somewhat alleviated by larger appropriations for salaries, one observer believes that Farview can acquire an adequate staff only if the state will subsidize the training of personnel for
40
Pennsylvania's mental health system.
Understaffing at Trenton probably results from a single cause-low
salaries. 41 The beginning salary for psychiatrists is $11,000, and for
nurses, $3,600.42 In the social services department, where understaffing
is most critical, other factors increase the difficulty of attracting personnel.
One of these seems to be a history of dissatisfaction centered upon that
department. Trenton's social workers have experienced friction both with
members of the profession outside the hospital, and with other departments
within the hospital itself.43

This disaffection has been explained to be the

result of the social workers' feeling that the opportunities for effective
casework therapy, as they understand that phrase, have been curtailed. 44
II.

TREATMENT

Understaffing and crowded facilities create problems of inadequate
care and treatment. If the time of trained staff members is consumed by
routine medical treatment and administrative detail, patients necessarily
suffer from a lack of modern psychiatric care. If basic nursing functions
devolve by default upon guards or other untrained personnel, these essential
nursing services become substandard. And if security officers spend their
time in activities other than their primary ones, the safety of both patients
and the public is unnecessarily endangered.
A. Psychiatric Treatment

1. Farview
Because some of the older members of the Farview medical staff are
not interested in administering psychiatric treatment of any type,45 and because a considerable portion of the time of all medical staff members is
40

Interview With Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director of Farview State Hospital,
in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960.
41
E.g., Interview With Dr. Sydney G. Fine, Clinical Director for the Vroom
Building of New Jersey State Hospital, and Dr. Hans Freymuth, Psychiatrist at
New42Jersey State Hospital, in Trenton, N.J., Aug. 9, 1960.
Ibid. Trenton's real problem seems to lie not in acquiring qualified personnel
but in keeping them. The hospital experiences an almost complete turnover of staff
about every five years. Interview With Dr. V. Terrell Davis, Dr. James Goyne,
and other members of the New Jersey State Hospital Staff, in Trenton, N.J., July 7,
1960.4
3
Interview With Dr. John Fine, Clinical Director for the Vroom Building of
New Jersey State Hospital, and Dr. Hans Freymuth, Psychiatrist at New Jersey
State Hospital, in Trenton, N.J., Aug. 9, 1960.
44
Letter From Dr. V. Terrell Davis, Director, Division of Mental Health and
Hospitals, Trenton, N.J., to the University of Pennsylvania Law Review, May 22,
1961.
45 Interview With Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director of Farview State Hospital,
in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960. Compare text accompanying notes 26-28.
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occupied by routine activities,4 6 the job of treating patients has inevitably
fallen to some extent upon persons with limited qualifications. For
example, the chaplain has embarked upon a program of group psychotherapy for certain sex offenders. 4 7 Although the chaplain's training and
qualifications for this type of program may be questioned, 48 other members
of the Farview staff state that they have observed improvement in the
patients who have attended his sessions.49 However, the value of such a
program was challenged by members of the staff at Trenton with regard
to their own situation.5 9
It was estimated by the clinical director at Farview that approximately
forty per cent of the institution's population would profit from some type
of psychotherapy. Excluded from this figure are the senile, the organically
maimed, the mentally defective, and the psychopathic. At any one time,
however, about a third of this forty per cent would be in untreatable stages
of illness, would be unwilling to receive treatment, or would be unresponsive to it. Consequently, no more than a quarter of the hospital population
would ever be receptive to group or individual psychotherapy at one time.51
Only one or two per cent of the patients, however, are currently receiving
formal psychotherapy, including that administered by the chaplain. 52
Drugs are used at Farview to a large extent; usually about 400 patients
are receiving them. The primary purpose of administering drugs is to
control the manifestations of mental illness rather than to treat the illness
itself; drugs are regarded as a form of treatment only in the sense that by
enabling patients to feel better, to sleep, eat, work, read, and relax more
easily, they promote the chances for spontaneous recoveries.5 3 Electroshock is also available at Farview, and there are usually from five to eight
54
persons who are receiving this type of treatment at any one time.
46 Such activities include care in the medical-surgical wards and routine medical
care of patients. Interview With Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director of Farview
State Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960; Interview With Dr. John P. Shovlin,
Superintendent of Farview State Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., July 11, 1960.
47
Interview With Rev. Edward Diehl, Chaplain of Farview State Hospital, in
Waymart, Pa., July 13, 1960. Chaplain Diehl's groups meet once a week and, at the
time of the interview, one group had been having weekly sessions for about eight
weeks.
48 The chaplain's formal training for this type of work consists of a six-month
course in psychiatric pastoral counselling at the New Jersey State Hospital in
Trenton.
49
Interview With Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director of Farview State Hospital,
in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960; Interview With Dr. John Moran, Director of Social
Services for Farview State Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., July 11, 1960.
50 Interview With Dr. J. E. Kopp, Psychologist at New Jersey State Hospital,
in Trenton, N.J., Aug. 9, 1960. Dr. Kopp administers group therapy at Trenton.
51
Interview With Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director of Farview State Hospital,
in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960.
52 Ibid.
53
Interview With Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director of Farview State Hospital,
in Waymart, Pa., April 7, 1961.
54Ibid. There are no facilities for the administration of insulin shock. However, this process is somewhat cumbersome and has become generally a less popular
form of treatment since comparable results can be achieved with electroshock.
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Staff members unenthusiastically minimize this somewhat surprising
treatment situation by suggesting that mere residence in the hospital is
itself a type of therapy-that bars, guards, and routine provide an atmosphere of security which relieves the immediacy of the patients' problems
and makes them better able to cope with fears and anxieties. 55 Such hospital
care is based on the patient's ability to adjust to the hospital reality,
including interpersonal and group relationships, job adjustment, and understanding and acceptance by guard attendants and other personnel. This
"milieu therapy" was the only "treatment" for a number of years, and the
staff cautions against underestimating its effectiveness. Staff physicians
feel that it is their most effective single curative, and even go so far as to
state that, with the exception of certain dramatic responses produced
through the use of electroshock, the only patients who have actually recovered have done so spontaneously. 56 A consideration which casts doubt
upon the permanency of this kind of treatment is the fact that the "cured" 57
patient, regardless of his life while hospitalized, must return to his community to face problems and tensions similar to those which may have
contributed to his original illness.58 One writer has criticized the theory
that the creation of a tension-free atmosphere within the hospital and the
patient's resulting adjustment to hospital reality will prepare him for his
eventual return to society, where a totally different adjustment will be
required; 59 nor did the theory commend itself to members of the staff
at Trenton.60
Many mental hospitals handling patients under civil commitments have
attempted to test their patients' adjustment to social, rather than hospital,
reality by a system of prerelease trial visits-for weekends, for weeks, or
even for longer periods. These visits are alternated with treatment in the
hospital, where the staff aids the patient in adjusting to and understanding
55 Interview With Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director of Farview State Hospital,
in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960; Interview With Dr. John Shovlin, Superintendent
of Farview State Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., July 11, 1960.
56 Interview With Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director of Farview State Hospital,
in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960.
57 For a definition of "cure' in terms of a patient's ability to return to society,
see Gold, Criteriafor "Cure" in Psychosis, 6 J. FoR. Sci. 158 (1961).
5
8 While the validity of this consideration could be tested by an investigation
of the conduct of patients subsequent to their release from each hospital, such a study
was beyond the resources available to this project.
59 "Individuals who make 'good hospital patients' are sometimes poor risks for
release. They may become adjusted to life inside the hospital and quickly assume a
fixed passive dependence. But adjustment to the hospital routine gives no assurance
that they would refrain from reestablishing their undesirable behavior patterns if
released. In fact, the more completely a person accepts the regulated environment
of the hospital, the more unfitted he may be to deal with the demands of an unregulated free life." Weihofen, Institutional Treatment of Persons Acquitted by Reason
of Insanity, 38 TEXAs L. REv. 849, 864 (1960).
60 One psychologist thought "milieu therapy" valueless, and two psychiatrists
found the theory hard to accept. Interview With Dr. J. E. Kopp, Psychologist at
New Jersey State Hospital, in Trenton, N.J., Aug. 9, 1960; Interview With Dr.
Sydney G. Fine, Clinical Director for the Vroom Building of New Jersey State
Hospital, and Dr. Hans Freymuth, Psychiatrist at New Jersey State Hospital, in
Trenton, N.J., Aug. 9, 1960.
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the new problems which have confronted him on the outside. It is unfortunate that the current mental health laws make no provision for such
temporary leaves from Farview-even for patients who have completed
their criminal sentences and will be returned to society immediately upon
their release from the hospital.
At Farview, the psychologist's function is primarily to administer
tests. Each patient is tested upon his arrival at the hospital and again in
preparation for the staff examination which precedes his consideration for
discharge. The battery of tests given is essentially the same in both
instances and includes an intelligence test and various projective tests such
as the Rorschach and the Bender-Gestalt. The backlog in the psychology
department is high; only recently the psychologist embarked upon a
program to see and test individuals who had not been checked for two years.
Intensive individual work is done by the psychologist in connection with
admission and predischarge testing, and recently he initiated a system of
"adjustment charts" to map three factors in the total adjustment of each
patient-affect (hostility or friendliness), cooperation, and communication. 61
2. Trenton
The New Jersey State Hospital in Trenton has resources not found
at Farview which the Trenton staff regards to be psychiatrically therapeutic.
However, contrary to Farview's estimate that approximately twenty-five
per cent of its population would be receptive to psychotherapy, 62 doctors at
Trenton suggested that, at any one time, only ten per cent of its population
could profit from such treatment. They also stated that as many as eighty
63
per cent of the patients should be imprisoned rather than hospitalized,
64
while thirty per cent was the comparable estimate at Farview.
Nonetheless, about 175 patients at Trenton-more than half of the
population-are usually undergoing treatment in one form or another.
The vast majority of this group are receiving drugs. As at Farview,
however, not all patients to whom drugs are administered receive them
as a form of treatment; security is also a factor: calm patients are less
dangerous and escape-prone than overactive, aggressive ones. Usually
about fifteen patients are being given electroshock therapy, and another
fifteen, psychotherapy. Insulin shock treatment is not ordinarily administered, but the main hospital building does have facilities for it.65 Of the
6

1 Interview With Mr. Stephen Treat, Psychologist at Farview State Hospital,

in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960.

62 See text accompanying note 51 supra.

63
Interview With Dr. Sydney G. Fine, Clinical Director for the Vroom Building
of New Jersey State Hospital, and Dr. Hans Freymuth, Psychiatrist at New Jersey

State64Hospital, in Trenton, N.J., Aug. 9, 1960.

Interview With Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director of Farview State Hospital,
in Waymart, Pa., April 7, 1961. One possible explanation for this difference is that
at Trenton the general atmosphere created by barred cells is such that in the absence
of active psychiatric treatment the patients are in practically the same situation as

they would be at the state prison. This is far less true with regard to Farview.
See p. 81 supra.
65 Interview With Dr. Sydney G. Fine, Clinical Director for the Vroom Building
of New Jersey State Hospital, in Trenton, N.J., Aug. 3, 1960.
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approximately 125 patients receiving no treatment, it was estimated that
100, a third of the hospital population, were untreatable in any manner. 66
In contrast to Farview, psychological testing is not employed on a
large scale at Trenton. Often psychological tests will have been administered to a patient at some other institution prior to his admission to
Trenton. The tests which are given at the hospital usually precede treatment rather than follow immediately upon a patient's arrival. Tests prior
to release are administered only in doubtful cases, and in a majority of
such instances the psychologist's recommendations are accepted by the
67
staff.
The primary function of the Trenton psychologists is to administer
group and individual therapy under medical supervision. Men chosen to
receive such treatment are first given individual psychotherapy. Then
patients are chosen for the group who are neither mentally defective,
psychotic, nor severely psychopathic, and who will admit their offense and
acknowledge that something is wrong with them mentally. Generally, two
groups of eight patients are being treated in this manner at any one time,
the groups ordinarily meeting three times a week for from eighteen to
thirty months.6 8 Although more men than are now being treated could
benefit from group therapy, an expanded program would require considerably more preliminary work and an augmented staff. 69 Ideally,
psychotherapy should be given under the supervision of a physician, but in
practice such supervision does not exist at Trenton. 70
B. Occupational Therapy and Recreation
Encouraging elements in Farview's total scheme of care and custody
are its occupational therapy and recreation programs. 71 More than half66 Compare the Farview estimate that as many as sixty per cent of the patients
in that hospital are totally untreatable. See text following note 50 supra. Yet the
Trenton staff thought that a far larger proportion of the Trenton population should
be in prison than did the Farview staff of the Farview population. See text accompanying notes 63-64 supra. As at Farview, the untreatable group includes patients
who are senile, organically maimed, or severely psychopathic. Drugs are not usually

administered to these patients, even for control purposes.
67
Interview With Dr. J. E. Kopp, Psychologist at New Jersey State Hospital,
in Trenton, N.J., Aug. 9, 1960.
68 Compare note 47 supra and accompanying text.
69 Interview With Dr. J. E. Kopp, Psychologist at New Jersey State Hospital,
N.J., Aug. 9, 1960.
in Trenton,
70
Interview With Dr. Sydney G. Fine, Clinical Director for the Vroom Building
of New Jersey State Hospital, in Trenton, N.J., Aug. 3, 1960. Of course the program
which the psychologists pursue takes place in a medical setting, is approved by medical
authorities, and may be interrupted, discontinued, or altered at any time on medical
order. However, a closer working relationship and more frequent contact between
the supervising physician and the psychologists would be preferable to the present
arrangement. Letter From Dr. V. Terrell Davis, Director, Division of Mental
Health and Hospitals, Trenton, N.J., to the University of Pennsylvania Law Review,
May 22, 1961.
71 The following discussion of the occupational and recreational therapy programs at Farview is based upon Letter From Dr. John P. Shovlin, Superintendent
of Farview State Hospital, to the University of Pennsylvania Law Review, April 19,
1961.
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a-dozen occupational therapy shops are available where patients may learn
specialized craft techniques and help supply institutional needs for such
items as printed materials and clothing.72
The selection of patients for these programs is closely controlled by
the medical staff. Current facilities are adequate to accommodate about
500 patients, but practical considerations, such as security restrictions and
a deficiency of trained supervisory personnel, limit participation to approximately 250 persons. The superintendent estimated that participation
could be increased by fifty per cent if additional guards and trained personnel were available. After patients show sufficient progress in the shops,
they may be given jobs or activities in other departments of occupational
therapy, such as the kitchen or greenhouse. Approximately 600 patients
have been introduced to these activities.
The recreation program at Farview is also quite extensive and, in one
form or another, reaches almost all the patients in the hospital. Strenuous
athletic events such as basketball, gymnastics, and handball are available
in the gymnasium and yards within the hospital enclosure. Participation
in these activities is, of course, somewhat limited to the younger, more
active patients. From 250 to 300 persons engage in such sports.
Less strenuous activities such as bowling, pool, horseshoes, and table
games are also available, and from 350 to 400 patients engage in these
diversions. The hospital's various musical organizations, including an
orchestra and choir, attract about eighty participants. Each ward has a
small library which is supplied from a larger main library in the recreation
building. Twice each week during the winter months thirty-five millimeter
films are presented, and sixteen millimeter pictures are shown for patients
such as those in the infirmary or in isolated geriatrics wards who cannot
be present at the regular showings. Finally, there are various special
events in the recreation program, such as carnivals, variety shows, and
athletic exhibitions, which reach more than ninety per cent of the patients.
A major aim of the recreation program is to reach as many patients
as possible; it is hoped that each patient will find at least one of this great
variety of activities to his liking. While participation in the recreation
program is up to the individual patient, a rotation system is used in order
to assure each patient regular access to all of the facilities.
By comparison, the availability of occupational and recreational activities at Trenton is quite limited. Although the entire hospital is staffed
by twenty-two occupational therapists, none of them operates in the Vroom
Building. "State use," the hospital equivalent of prison labor, engages the
efforts of about seventy patients in making rugs, burlap, brushes, and mop
handles. Other patients are assigned to housekeeping crews in the Vroom
Building. Another group works in the mess halls. Patients are assigned
to these activities on the initiative of the attendants, who have the closest
7
2 In addition to the print and tailor shops, facilities are provided for carpet
weaving, leather tooling, clay modeling, needlework, ceramics, woodworking, furniture
repair, and copper tooling.
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daily contact with them. The approval of one of the physicians is required
before a patient may be assigned to one of the state use shops or industrial
73
activities.
Outdoor recreation space at Trenton is limited to walled areas between
the buildings; these yards, accommodating some 300 patients, are available
for volleyball, softball, and basketball. Indoors there is a library from
which patients may take books and magazines to their cells. Television
and table games are available in the day rooms and television is also available in most of the wings and tiers. Perhaps the most popular activity is
the movies; an average of 300 patients attend the thirty-five millimeter
screenings each Saturday and Sunday, and 75 to 100 watch the semiweekly presentations of sixteen millimeter films. High fidelity music is
provided for the limited number of patients who have expressed an
interest, and six patients have even formed a small orchestra. 74
It seems clear that patients like those committed to Farview and
Trenton can and do benefit from recreational and occupational facilities.
The staffs at both hospitals believe that such activities help a patient feel
that he is wanted, that he is successful, and that he is contributing to his
own support and welfare. A patient's readjustment as a member of society
is said to be facilitated by the release of his hostility in constructive activities 75 which permit him more easily to identify with a group or
organization. 76 When a patient is kept idle, his condition quite likely
will deteriorate-his fantasies can run rampant, his tensions increase, and
his anxieties become more complex. On the other hand, recreation and
occupational therapy are no panacea; standing alone, their therapeutic
value is probably limited. But when coupled with adequate psychiatric
treatment, these activities are beneficial to the patient and contribute to
77
his complete rehabilitation.
III. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COMMITTED POPULATION
A. Length of Hospitalization

One measurable factor which is likely to reflect the quantity and
quality of treatment received by mentally ill criminals is the length of time
they stay in the hospital. Duration of hospitalization, of course, is not a
direct function of treatment alone; many other circumstances affect when
a given individual will be released, such as the character and severity of
his illness and the prospects for where he will go after being discharged
73
Interview With Dr. Sydney G. Fine, Clinical Director for the Vroom Building
of New Jersey State Hospital, in Trenton, N.J., Aug. 3, 1960; Letter From Dr.
Fine to the University of Pennsylvania Law Review, April 26, 1961.
74 Ibid.
75 Ibid.
76
Letter From Dr. John P. Shovlin, Superintendent of Farview State Hospital,
to the University of Pennsylvania Law Review, April 19, 1961.
77
Interview With Dr. Richard Lonsdorf, Assistant Professor of Psychiatry in
Law, University of Pennsylvania, in Philadelphia, Pa., April 21, 1961.
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from the hospital. While the diagnosis of the patient requires a professional psychiatric judgment and is, therefore, a difficult element to
isolate statistically, it would be logical to assume that the illnesses of
patients received by similar institutions 78 from contiguous and rather
similar populations fall into roughly comparable categories both as to
character and severity. Such an assumption eliminates this factor as a
variable in comparing the pattern of duration of hospitalization at the two
institutions. It must be noted, however, that to the extent the assumption
is wrong, the factor of regular differences between the illnesses of the
patients received at the two hospitals is reintroduced as one possible
On the
explanation for statistical differences between the hospitals.79
other hand, patients' future prospects-such as being returned to prison,
being sent back to court for trial or sentencing, or being allowed to go
home-are quite amenable to statistical treatment.
Another element affecting all persons released from a given institution-one which cannot be easily separated from the effect and influence
of treatment-is the standard of recovery employed by those who recommend to the courts that patients be discharged. Indeed, because of the
substantive irregularity introduced by unarticulated standards of "cure,"
it would be amazing if both institutions employed the same criteria for
release. Members of the Trenton staff admitted that they could not
enunciate a standard for release; 80 and the Farview staff stated that its
standards "slide all over the place." 81 While these additional variables
indicate that any conclusions as to treatment which might be drawn from
a comparison of figures on lengths of hospitalization must be tempered by
an awareness of alternative possibilities, they certainly do not preclude the
use of such statistics in the evaluation of the treatment processes.
An amazing disparity exists between the length of hospitalization at
Farview State Hospital and the comparable figure for its New Jersey
counterpart; the difference is so substantial that it is not readily explainable
by reference to any of the variables discussed above. The median length
of hospitalization for patients discharged from Farview during the last
78 Both hospitals are the only maximum security units for handling mentally
ill criminals in their respective states.
79A factor which might cause some disparity in the nature of the populations
of each hospital is that in New Jersey mentally ill misdemeanants may be sent to
institutions other than Trenton. See note 16 .spra. It is doubtful, however, that
the legal distinction between misdemeanants and felons reflects any valid psychiatric
distinction.
8
o Interview With Dr. Sydney G. Fine, Clinical Director for the Vroom Building
of New Jersey State Hospital, in Trenton, N.J., Aug. 9, 1960.
81
Interview With Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director of Farview State Hospital,
in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960. Dr. Shovlin attempted to enunciate Farview's
standard as follows: Much of the final decision is feeling, knowing a person, reviewing
his conduct and progress while at Farview, finding no gross symptoms of psychosis,
finding that he has attained some insight into the reasons for his conduct, some
realization that he has been mentally ill, and some awareness of the symptoms of
mental illness. Given such ill-defined criteria for release at each hospital, it is highly
unlikely that consistency between the hospitals is high. For a recent attempt to
solve the difficult problem of defining "cure," see Gold, vtpra note 57.
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fifteen years was six years and four months; the comparable figure at
Trenton was five months. (See Appendix C.) This disparity is illustrated
perhaps even more dramatically when shown in terms of the proportion
of patients discharged after a reasonably brief stay in the hospital. Trenton
discharged 60.8 per cent of its patients after a period of hospitalization of
less than one year, and 72.8 per cent after less than two years. Comparable
figures for Farview were 9.2 per cent and 21.7 per cent, respectively. At
the opposite extreme, only 1.1 per cent of the patients discharged from
Trenton had been in that hospital for more than twenty-five years; the
figure at Farview was 10.0 per cent, and 1.1 per cent of the patients discharged from Farview had been there over forty years. (See Appendix A.)
Even if all those patients whose stays in the hospitals are for short termsand who, therefore, might have been committed for observation only or
through an erroneous diagnosis-are eliminated from the computation, the
figures remain strikingly disparate. Calculated on this basis, the median
stay at Farview is 6 years and 4 months; at Trenton, 10 months.
There is a similar disparity-though not quite so pronounced-with
regard to the current populations of the two institutions. The median
duration for which patients in the current population at Trenton have been
hospitalized is four years and four months; at Farview, ten years and nine
months. 82 Applying the discharge pattern which has evolved during the
last fifteen years, it is statistically probable that 67.3 per cent of Farview's
current population who have been hospitalized longer than the median
will die in the hospital; the comparable figure at Trenton is 13.3 per cent.
(See Appendices A and C.) This statement must, however, be tempered
by two additional considerations. First, the death rate at Farview has
been sharply reduced in recent years by improved control and treatment of
pulmonary tuberculosis. On the other hand, this long-term group probably
represents, in large part, a hard core of so-called "incurable" patientspersons who may be expected to remain hospitalized, in Farview or elsewhere, for the rest of their lives.
Assuming that the two hospitals receive criminals with roughly comparable mental illnesses, this disparity in length of commitment could
indicate that treatment at Trenton is more effective than at Farview or
that Trenton's release standards are lower than Farview's. While electroshock therapy and drugs appear to be somewhat more extensively used at
Trenton than at Farview,83 it is unlikely that the statistical disparity is
attributable to more effective treatment alone. A far more probable explanation is that the disparity results from a combination of more effective
treatment and lower release standards.
82 One factor which is certainly operative in increasing the median stays of the
current patient group over those of discharged patients is that long-term, "incurable!'
patients are excluded from the discharged group.
83 Compare text accompanying note 54 supra, with text accompanying note 65
mi'pra.
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Members of the Farview staff believe that unless a patient is one of
the selected group 84 which receives early treatment and is discharged
within two years after admittance, he is likely to remain hospitalized indefinitely. 5 This view is not supported statistically. After the first two
years, the Farview discharge rate remains relatively constant for the next
five years (centering around 6 per cent), and, following that period, for
another seven years (centering around 3 per cent). (See Appendix A.)
If the rate of spontaneous recovery-that is, recovery without specialized
treatment-is approximately the same for these periods as the relatively
constant discharge rates, it would seem that treatment at Farview, as opposed to confinement and "milieu therapy," contributes little toward a
patient's recovery and release.8 6
In partial mitigation of the generally unsatisfactory picture presented
at Farview, it should be noted that during the last fifteen years there has
been a considerable increase in the percentage of patients admitted each
year who are discharged from the hospital after a relatively brief stay.
Thus, of patients entering in the four-year period from the beginning of
1945 to the end of 1948, only 6.8 per cent were discharged within two years.
The figure rose to 20.3 per cent for the period between 1949 and 1953,
and to 24.6 per cent for the period between 1954 and the end of 1957.87
In evaluating the significance of this increase, however, it should be remembered that all of these figures are far below the overall Trenton percentage of 72.8 per cent.
A substantial part of this increase is probably attributable to improved
diagnostic and therapeutic techniques and to the staff's rejection of a
punitive orientation in favor of attempting to provide at least some treatment. Other variables, however, cannot be totally excluded; perhaps
commitment policies throughout Pennsylvania have begun to reflect the
growth of psychiatric knowledge, resulting in a tendency to send to the
hospital more persons whose behavior is not strikingly bizarre. Even
considering this possibility, however, it is probable that the greatest impetus
toward more releases in a short time has been improved techniques of
treatment and the new interest in treatment on the part of Farview's staff.
84 Those who receive treatment include patients likely to experience spontaneous
recoveries. Personal factors also enter into the selection of patients for individual
or group therapy; thus, the unpleasant, aggressive individual is less likely to receive
psychotherapy than the more agreeable, nonaggressive individual. Interview With Dr.
B. J. Willis, Clinical Director of Farview State Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., July 20,
1960.
8
5 Interview With Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director of Farview State Hospital,
in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960; Interview With Dr. John Moran, Director of Social
Services for Farview State Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., July 11, 1960.
86 Dr. Willis goes so far as to state that any patients who have recovered at
Farview have done so spontaneously, with the exception of certain responses produced through the use of electroshock. Interview With Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical
Director of Farview State Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960.
87
The individual yearly percentages of patients who are discharged within two
years after admittance to Farview are as follows: 1945-10.5%; 1946-4.9%; 19475.8%; 1948-6.1%; 1949-21.2%; 1950-23.2%; 1951-10.4%; 1952-25.0% ; 1953

-21.8%; 1954-28.0%; 1955--27.4%; 1956-19.8%; and 1957-23.1%.
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Also to be noted is that specific changes in the hospital's program
tend to result in marked increases in the institution's discharge rate. 88
Thus, sharp increases in the absolute number of discharges were noted in
1951, following the establishment of the psychology department, and again
in 1959, when the social service department reached, in the words of the
superintendent, "peak efficiency." 89 That the increased discharge rates
were not maintained in the years following the upsurges tends to suggest
that a number of patients were found who could have been discharged
earlier had there existed sufficient facilities for their discovery and proper
diagnosis.
B. Influences Deriving From Type of Crime
Analysis of the records at Farview and Trenton indicates that the
length of stay in both institutions varies substantially according to the type
of crime with which the patient was charged. One appealing rationalization of the diversity found is that persons suffering from the same mental
disorder tend to manifest their illness by similar antisocial conduct, and,
therefore, the length of commitment of each crime group depends upon the
relative amenability to treatment of the particular causal illness. Modern
medical authorities, however, indicate that there is little, if any, validity
to this theory, at least under the broad categories currently employed in
law and medicine. 90 Certainly this theory cannot explain the dramatic
variations between hospitals-why, for example, the median duration of
commitment at the time of release for sex offenders at Farview has been
only three-fourths that of all patients released from Farview, while at
Trenton the median stay of these offenders has been more than twice as
long as that of patients in general. (See Appendix C.) It seems probable
that there are nonmedical, nontreatment factors that affect the length of
commitment and contribute to variations according to criminal category.
Generally when a crime has been highly sensationalized, intense public
fear and outrage produce a clamor for retribution which is most mildly
expressed in a demand for the indefinite incarceration of the "responsible"
party. The hospital staff itself is not immune from this sort of feeling nor
isolated from public reaction. Possibly these attitudes result in the application of more stringent release standards to certain patients, in order
to satisfy public vengeance and to insure that especially atrocious acts are
not repeated. At both hospitals, analysis of homicides indicates a situation
88 The number of discharges by years is as follows: 1945-12; 1946-21; 1947
-30;
1948-18; 1949-37; 1950-23; 1951-88; 1952-38; 1953-25; 1954-40;
1955-90; 1956-71; 1957-51; 1958--58; 1959-81. The increase in 1955 does not
seem explicable, as do the other sharp fluctuations, by reference to the creation of
a specific new department. By 1955, however, there had been some numerical improvement in the medical staff. Letter From Dr. John P. Shovlin, Superintendent
of Farview State Hospital, to University of Pennsylvania Law Review, June 9, 1961.
s Ibid.
90
Interview With Dr. Richard G. Lonsdorf, Assistant Professor of Psychiatry
in Law, University of Pennsylvania, in Philadelphia, Pa., April 21, 1961.
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consistent with this theory. At Farview, the median stay of released
homicides has been almost twice that of the population in general, and at
Trenton the ratio is almost five to one. (See Appendix C.) In addition,
though homicides have constituted 18.5 per cent of Farview's population
over the last fifteen years, only 8.9 per cent of those released during this
time were homicides. At Trenton, such patients composed 14.4 per cent
of the population since 1945, yet only 7.3 per cent of those released were
homicides. (See Appendix B.)
In the case of certain violent crimes, the public indignation is often
directed generally at persons committing those types of crimes rather than
at specific offenders. This is especially true in the case of sex offenders. 9'
Thus it might be expected that these patients would generally be hospitalized somewhat longer than other offenders, and that fewer of these patients,
in comparison with other criminal groups, would be released at all. At
Farview, statistical analysis rebuts this hypothesis. The median length of
hospitalization for sex offenders released from that hospital in the last
fifteen years was four years and eleven months-almost a year and onehalf less than that for all patients released during the same period. (See
Appendix C.) And, although only 15.0 per cent of the hospital population over the last fifteen years was composed of sex offenders, 18.4 per
cent of the patients who were discharged during that period were in that
category. (See Appendix B.) This disparity is probably explained by
some combination of the following factors: Farview's release standards for
sex offenders may be more lenient than those for other patients; the treatment given sex offenders may be more effective and extensive and provide
faster results than that given other patients; patients guilty of such offenses
may be more susceptible to treatment and more easily cured than other
patients. 9 2 Trenton statistics are more consistent with the original hypothesis, for the median commitment of sex offenders released from Trenton
was more than twice that of other patients (see Appendix C) ; sex offenders
constituted 18.9 per cent of the whole hospital population over the last
fifteen years and an almost identical proportion of those released during
that period. (See Appendix B.)
91 Public indignation against certain groups of offenders can result in legislation
directed at a particular group. For example, the Barr-Walker Act, PA. STAT. ANN.
tit. 19, §§ 1167-74 (Supp. 1960), establishes a one-day-to-life sentence for certain
sex offenders.
92
Another possible explanation of this phenomenon was suggested by Dr. V.
Terrell Davis, Director of the New Jersey Division of Mental Health and Hospitals.
Dr. Davis suggested that statutory provisions and perhaps judicial attitudes are not
as realistic toward sex offenders as toward criminals in other categories. These
unrealistic provisions are known to the hospital staff, which discharges a number
of nondangerous sex offenders after short periods of hospitalization. The elderly
exhibitionist, for example, is almost universally regarded in hospital circles as a
social nuisance, not as a dangerous criminal. Letter From Dr. V. Terrell Davis to
University of Pennsylvania Law Review, May 22, 1961. That this explanation bears
considerable merit when applied to Farview is illustrated by the comments of several
staff members that Farview receives many nondangerous sex offenders, particularly
from Luzerne County. And the number of patients discharged from Farview to
Luzerne County for further disposition is far out of proportion to the number which
might be expected on the basis of that county's population.
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One possible explanation of the length-of-commitment variation among
crimes is based upon a distinction between crimes against property and
crimes against the person, the latter being considered more dangerous to
society and therefore warranting a more stringent release standard. Under
this theory, one would expect that patients charged with homicide, sex
offenses, or assault and battery might, in general, tend to have longer commitments than those charged with burglary, larceny, robbery, arson, and
forgery. This suggestion is not supported by the Farview records. Although the median stay of patients guilty of homicide or assault and battery is greater than that of the population as a whole, the opposite is true
of sex offenders. And although the proportion of patients in the fifteenyear hospital population who were charged with homicide or assault and
battery was greater than the proportion of those released, sex offenders, as
seen above, do not follow the hypothesized pattern. As to crimes against
property, the median length of hospitalization of patients charged with
robbery or arson has been greater than that of Farview patients in general,
while the contrary is true for patients who were charged with forgery,
burglary, or larceny. (See Appendix C.) In each of the cases except
arson, however, the group represents a larger proportion of those released
than it does of the total hospital population. (See Appendix B.)
Again the Trenton statistics are somewhat more consistent with the
hypothesis advanced. With respect to crimes against the person, the
median length of hospitalization of all three groups was greater than that
of the total institutional population. In the cases of homicide and assault
and battery, these groups also constituted a smaller proportion of the
patients released over the last fifteen years than they did of the total population during that period; and the proportion of sex offenders released was
almost the same as their proportion of the hospital population during this
time. Although the crimes-against-property classification is less consistent, the trend is still present. The crimes of burglary, larceny, arson,
and forgery show a median stay at the institution less than that of the
hospital population in general, while only in the case of robbery was the
median greater. The groups composed of patients charged with burglary,
larceny, robbery, and forgery each represented a larger proportion of the
patients discharged during the fifteen-year period than they did of the
entire hospital population during that period, while the opposite is true
only in the case of arson. (See Appendices B and C.)
Certain patients represent a potential danger to their associates regardless of whether they are free in society or confined in a correctional
institution. Included in this classification might be homicides, sex
offenders, arsonists, transferred civil patients (patients who have proved
unmanageable at civil institutions or guilty of violence at such institutions),
and patients tending toward various forms of assault and battery. It
might be expected that the median commitment of these groups of patients
would be longer than that of patients in general, and that these groups
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would represent a smaller proportion of the patients released over a given
period of time than of the hospital population during this same period.
Of these five groups, Farview's sex offenders and civil cases are contrary
to the first expectation, but only sex offenders are contrary to the second.
At Trenton, arsonists prove contrary to the first expectation, while sex
offenders contradict the second-but then only to a slight extent. (See
Appendices B and C.)
C. Influences Deriving From Circumstances of Commitment
Of Farview's total population during the last fifteen years, 43.8 per
cent were committed to the hospital before trial, during trial, or between
trial and sentencing, and thus had not been sentenced at the time of commitment; 49.9 per cent had been sentenced and were committed either
immediately after sentence or while serving time in a state correctional
institution; and 1.7 per cent were committed after an acquittal at trial by
reason of insanity. The corresponding figures at Trenton are 31.4 per
cent, 58.2 per cent, and 0.3 per cent, respectively. Arguably, the point at
which a patient is committed to the hospital could be a factor affecting the
length of his stay. Patients who have already been sentenced might be
expected to be more susceptible to treatment than patients committed before
sentence, in that the former, when cured, must be released if their sentences
have expired, while the latter still face the contingency of spending more
time behind bars even after their recovery. In addition, staff doctors might
tend to apply a more stringent release standard to the unsentenced group,
in that this group's future is uncertain-they may even be released to
society by judicial action-while the future of any given member of the
sentenced group is certain. Many of those under sentence will be returned
to maximum security correctional institutions for continued confinement.
One would predict on the basis of these suppositions that patients without
a sentence would tend to be hospitalized longer than those committed while
under sentence.93 Analysis of the records at both hospitals indicates,
however, that this is not the case. At Farview, the median commitment of
those released during the past fifteen years was four years and five months
for those who had not been sentenced, and seven years and four months
for those who had been sentenced. The median of all patients released
during that period was six years and four months. At Trenton, the corresponding figures were three months, seven months, and five months,
93
Staff members at both hospitals indicated that where a patient is going has
an important bearing on whether he will be discharged. Interview With Dr. John
P. Shovlin, Superintendent, and Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director, of Farview State
Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960; Interview With Dr. Sydney G. Fine,
Clinical Director for the Vroom Building of the New Jersey State Hospital, in
Trenton, N.J., Aug. 9, 1960. The authors observed one staff examination in which
the fact that the patient would be returning to a state penitentiary was clearly an
important factor in the staff's decision to discharge; the patient had a history of
being a troublemaker both at the penitentiary and at the hospital, into which he had
been admitted on two previous occasions. Observation of Staff Examination at
Farview State Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., April 7, 1961. See pp. 99-102 infra.
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respectively. (See Appendices C and E.) Perhaps a patient is more
susceptible to'treatment when he has no sentence hanging over him and
when he knows that perhaps he will be sent back to society immediately
after his release from the hospital. In any event, it would appear that the
fact that a patient has been sentenced and will, upon release, be returned
to a state correctional institution, does not lower the release standard being
applied; perhaps even the contrary is true.
It was found at both Farview and Trenton that the median commitment of persons who had been acquitted by reason of insanity and subsequently committed was extremely long when compared to that of the
total institutional population-thirty-one years and nine months as against
six years and four months at Farview, and two years and two months as
against five months at Trenton 4 (See Appendices C and E.) One partial
explanation of these long medians may lie in the fact that about 25 per cent
of the acquittals were homicides-a group which in any event is likely to
remain hospitalized for a longer than usual period. (See Appendix C.)
Another possible explanation would be a combination of severe illness and
more stringent release standards. Since these persons were found mentally
ill by lay persons under the medically stringent right-and-wrong test,9 5
their actions were undoubtedly quite abnormal by anyone's criteria. And
since they will necessarily return to society upon discharge from the hospital, the medical staff may tend to apply a tougher release standard in
order to insure the maximum remission of the mental illness and, concomitantly, to protect the public against recidivism.
There are striking differences as to crimes between patients who
were already sentenced at the time of commitment and those who were
committed before sentencing. At both hospitals the proportion of homicides
and sex offenders who had been sentenced was about the same as that for
patients in general. But in both institutions, when compared with total
populations, arsonists and patients charged with assault and battery were
much less likely, and juvenile delinquents and patients charged with robbery much more likely, to have been sentenced prior to commitment. (See
Appendix D.) The obvious suggestion of these data is that a mental illness
is more likely to be apparent during trial proceedings concerning arson or
assault and battery than it is in most cases, and that in cases of juvenile
delinquency and robbery such illness either is not as likely to be detected
before sentencing, or remains latent until after imprisonment.96
The pattern of consistency between the two institutions with regard
to the relationship between the nature of the crime and the stage at which
94 These figures must be viewed with utmost caution, inasmuch as they represent
only twenty-six cases at Farview and only one case at Trenton.
95Both states follow the M'Naghten rule. See State v. Lucas, 30 N.J. 37,
152 A.2d
50 (1959) ; Commonwealth v. Woodhouse, 401 Pa. 242, 164 A.2d 98 (1960).
96
It may be that society is disposed to regard physically aggressive criminal
behavior as more symptomatic of mental illness than acquisitive forms of crime.
This suggestion might account for the fact that arsonists and those charged with
assault and battery are more likely to be committed before sentencing than are
robbers and juvenile delinquents.
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the patient was committed occasionally breaks down. At Farview it is
highly unlikely that patients charged with being disorderly or making
threats have been sentenced prior to commitment, while the reverse is true
at Trenton. These facts could indicate that in Pennsylvania such charges
are being employed to incarcerate persons who look suspicious or act
strangely, thereby circumventing the more rigorous safeguards of civil
commitments. As to patients charged with forgery, it was found much
more likely at Trenton that these persons had been sentenced prior to commitment than was the case with the released population as a whole, while
at Farview the reverse was true. It is difficult to offer a rational explanation for this phenomenon.
D. Influences Deriving From Type of Discharge
Another nontreatment factor which seems likely to influence the length
7
of a patient's hospitalization is where he will go following his release.9
Some patients will be discharged from institutions for mentally ill criminals
merely to be transferred to a civil mental institution; 98 these patients, of
course, are not "cured" and, barring other factors such as length of
sentence which would extend their stay, might be expected to be shortterm residents of the criminal institution. Other patients-those committed
before trial-will be discharged from the institution to be returned to the
committing court for further disposition of the charges against them; these
patients, who must face the emotional ordeal of trial and possible sentence
or who may, after trial, be freed, 99 might be expected to be totally recovered before being released. Still others will return to prison to serve
out unexpired sentences; for these patients, a period of continued custody
is certain, and one might therefore hypothesize that they would be more
likely to be discharged at a time when their complete recovery remains
uncertain.10o
Statistically, it was found that significant differences in length of
hospitalization do exist in the hospital populations depending on whether,
after discharge, the patient is being transferred to another hospital, returned to prison or to the committing court, or released directly into
society. Before analyzing these differences, however, it is necessary to
note, and offer possible explanations for, variations between Farview and
Trenton as to the size of each of these groups. Those variations are
illustrated in the following table:
97

Interview With Dr. Sydney G. Fine, Clinical Director for the Vroom Building
of New Jersey State Hospital, in Trenton, N.J., Aug. 9, 1960; Interview With Dr.
John P. Shovlin, Superintendent, and Dr. B. J. Willis, Clinical Director, of Farview
State Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960.
98 Generally, these are patients who have become eligible for transfer to a civil
institution by the expiration of their prison sentences. Or they may be patients
committed before trial, the charges against whom have been dropped by the prosecuting
authority after their commitment.
99
Through the legal devices of suspended sentence, a sentence of probation, or
acquittal.
1o0 This might be expected to be especially true in an institution which is overcrowded, such as Farview.
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TABLE I.
FARVIEW

Type of Discharge
Transferred
Within Hospital
Transferred to
Another Hospital
Discharged to Court
Discharged to Prison
Released Outright
Died
Miscellaneous
Unknown
Totals

Number PerCent

TRENTON

Number Per Cent

....

....

212

28.6%

127
306
203
66
510
6
11

10.3%
24.9%
16.5%
5.4%
41.5%
0.5%
0.9%

27
147
256
40
29
10
21

3.6%
19.8%
34.5%
5.4%
3.9%
1.4%
2.8%

1229

100.0%

742

100.0%

At least three variations shown in the foregoing table seem significant.
First, it will be noted that only 16.5 per cent of Farview's discharged
patients were returned to prisons to continue serving their sentences, while
the comparable figure at Trenton was 34.5 per cent. This disparity may
be traced primarily to two sources: Not only is the percentage of those
admitted after sentence greater at Trenton than at Farview (see Appendix
D), but the low median duration of hospitalization found at Trenton tends
to increase the number of persons returning to prison to complete their
sentences.' 0 ' Thus, even had the median stays been identical, it would be
expected that Farview would return to prison a smaller percentage than
would Trenton; this, considered together with a period of hospitalization
which is likely to be shorter than the average sentence, seems to explain
the discrepancy in the number of discharged patients who are returned
to correctional institutions.
Second, the tabulation illustrates a fact previously noted: 102 that
Trenton, unlike Farview, may easily transfer patients whose sentences have
expired from its criminal to its civil unit. Perhaps this fortunate arrangement actually hastens some patients' recovery by removing the stigma of
"criminally insane." The ability to transfer nondangerous patients whose
sentences have expired may also make it easier to maintain security with
regard to those patients who remain security risks; the removal of "safe"
patients from the maximum security building allows the attendants to
concentrate on a smaller number of truly dangerous individuals.
Third, the percentage of patients who die at Farview is more than
ten times greater than the corresponding percentage at Trenton. This
disparity may be explained only partially by reference to the relative ease
101 The shorter the length of a patient's hospitalization, the more unlikely it is
that his sentence will have expired before he is discharged from the hospital. Thus,
where, as is the case at Trenton, the typical patient spends only four or five months
in the hospital, it is likely that few sentences will expire.
102 See note 17 supra and accompanying text.
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of transfer at Trenton. Even assuming that all persons transferred to other
mental institutions from both hospitals eventually died in those institutions,
Farview's percentage of deaths would still exceed that of Trenton by 15
percentage points. (See Table I, p. 100 supra.) This remaining differential seems explicable only by hypothesizing that Trenton is offering
more effective treatment, that it has lower standards for release, or both.
A third possible explanation-that Farview receives 15 per cent more
incurable cases than does Trenton-seems difficult to believe.
As previously stated, there were different median durations of hospitalization of different discharged patient groups classified according to probable
disposition after discharge. While such variations were expected, the
nature of some of the variations was found to be contrary to the original
hypothesis that the discharging agencies would be more apt to release a
person whose recovery was uncertain if they were sure that the individual
would undergo a further period of custody. The median stays for the
various groups are shown in the following table:
TABLE II
MEDIAN LENGTH OF HOSPITALIZATION

Trenton

Farview

Type of Discharge
Transferred

....

Within Hospital

Transferred to
Another Hospital
Discharged to Court
Discharged to Prison
Released Outright
Died
Miscellaneous
Unknown
All Patients

10
2
4
5
12
3
2

yr.,
yr.,
yr.,
yr.,
yr.,
yr.,
yr.,

0
10
8
7
1
10
3

1 yr.,

mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.

6 yr., 4 mo.

7 mo.

10
3
4
1 yr., 8
4 yr., 6
1 yr., 5
4

Mo.
mo.
mo.
Mo.
mo.
mo.
mo.

5 Mo.

The foregoing table shows that a patient who was released outright
from either hospital was likely to have been hospitalized longer than were
his fellow patients returning to prison or to trial. The difference was
more pronounced at Trenton than at Farview. It is to be expected that a
hospital staff, in deciding whether to discharge a patient, will exercise more
than usual caution in releasing a person who will return directly to the
community. But whether or not the disparity noted in Table II results
from a conscious consideration of this factor is uncertain. Many of the
patients discharged outright are those whose sentences have expired during
hospitalization; thus, in order for most patients to become eligible for outright release, they must remain hospitalized long enough to permit their
court-imposed sentences to expire. This circumstance must be weighed as
an alternative or concurrent explanation in evaluating the theory that where
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a patient is going after discharge is a factor consciously taken into account
in deciding whether or not he should be discharged.
Somewhat similar considerations may serve to explain why those
patients who are transferred to other hospitals, or transferred within the
same hospital, are likely to have been hospitalized longer than the overall
median stay. These patients, when transferred, are presumably still
suffering from mental illness, and thus their stays might be expected to
have been shorter than the average. Again, however, in order for a
patient to become eligible for transfer to a civil institution, he must remain
hospitalized long enough for his sentence to expire, or long enough for
the prosecuting authorities to decide to drop the charges against him.
Results directly contrary to those expected were found with regard to
patients returning to prison or for trial. It was thought that the assurance
of continued custody for those returned to prisons would lead to shorter
periods of hospitalization. However, patients discharged from Farview to
state correctional institutions for the completion of sentence had been hospitalized for a median period of four years and eight months; on the other
hand, those returned for trial had remained at Farview for a median period
of only two years and ten months. 1 3 The comparable-though less significant-figures at Trenton were four months and three months respectively. Possible explanations of these results are that patients who must
return to prison are more likely to malinger and that the hospital staffs
may feel sympathetically toward persons faced with a return to prison and
retain them instead at the hospital. 0 4 The latter explanation is probably
more applicable to Farview than to Trenton, for the Pennsylvania hospital
partakes less of a prison atmosphere than does its New Jersey counterpart.
E. Ultimate Disposition of Offenders Committed Before Trial
Although hospital officials state that a patient's anticipated course in
society after discharge is a factor considered when deciding whether or not
103 This low figure is especially surprising in view of the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court's holding in Commonwealth v. Cook, 390 Pa. 516, 135 A.2d 751 (1957), that a
person committed as incompetent to stand trial may be released "only when he is
restored to mental health." 390 Pa. at 520, 135 A.2d at 753. And the court made
clear that "restored to mental health" did not mean merely ability to consult with
counsel: "In substance, Cook's contention is that when one is committed to a mental
institution because he is incapable of cooperating with his attorney in planning and
presenting his defense he should be released and brought to trial when sufficiently
recovered to assist his attorney in these matters. This has no application to the case
at bar in which Cook was committed because of a type of mental incapacity which
makes him liable to commit violent criminal misconduct if he is free from custody
and restraint and is sufficiently irritated or provoked. The fact that a person could
assist his attorney in preparation for trial does not alone determine his sanity." Ibid.
In New Jersey, Dr. Fine stated that the same standard-total recovery-is applied at
Trenton to those patients returning to trial. Interview With Dr. John Fine, Clinical
Director for the Vroom Building of the New Jersey State Hospital, in Trenton, N.J.,
Aug. 9, 1960. For a discussion of the ultimate disposition of offenders returned to
trial, 0see
pp. 100-106 infra and accompanying text.
4
Dr. Willis, of Farview, concurred in this explanation, stating that where a
'
borderline decision as to return to prison was involved the feelings, attitudes, and
anxieties of the patient as to his adjustment to prison life were considered in deciding
whether or not to discharge him from the hospital. Interview With Dr. B. J. Willis,
Clinical Director of Farview State Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., April 7, 1961.
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to recommend his release to the committing court,0 5 the hospital staff
cannot be certain of the future disposition of those patients who were hospitalized before sentence, trial, or indictment. After release, these defendants must still answer to the charges outstanding against them. Their
ultimate disposition may range from complete and almost immediate
freedom by virtue of a nolle prosequi to a long term of imprisonment.
Over the past fifteen years, 306, or nearly 25 per cent, of all persons
discharged from Farview have been returned to the committing court for
further disposition of the charges against them. An investigation was made
of the court dispositions in 146 of these cases to ascertain how many of
them were immediately returned to society and by what legal devices, and
how many were subjected to a further period of custody. It was found
that a large majority-76.7 per cent-of the offenders committed at some
point prior to sentencing were released almost immediately to the community after being returned to the committing court. Nearly one-fourth
never came to trial at all, being discharged either by reason of the prosecutor's entering a nolle prosequi 10' or because of a grand jury's refusal
to indict. The sentences of 15 per cent of the offenders were suspended,
and another 30 per cent received sentences of probation. Only 20.6 per
cent of the defendants were sentenced to terms of imprisonment. 07 The
complete breakdown of dispositions is as follows:
TALE III

Disposition

Assault
All
HomiSex
&
Burglary
Other
Cases
cide
Crimes Battery
etc.
Arson Offenses
(N =146) (N =16) (N =39) (N=23) (N =37) (N=13) (N =18)

No Indictment

1.4%

Nolle Prosequi
Acquittal
Probation
Suspended

23.3%
4.8%
32.2%

37.5%
18.8%
18.8%

15.1%

-

76.7%

Sentence
Total Freed
Sentenced to
Prison
Committed
to Another
Hospital

Total

2.6%

-

-

-

7.7%

23.1%

-

12.8%
2.6%
48.7%

34.8%
4.3%
21.7%

18.9%

7.7%

26.1%

29.7%

75.0%

74.5%

87.0%

75.7%

92.3%

61.1%

20.6%

18.8%

23.1%

13.0%

24.3%

7.7%

27.8%

2.7%

6.4%

2.6%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

-

-

27.0%

61.5%
-

11.1%

11.1%

-

100.0%

27.8%
11.1%
11.1%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

105 See note 93 supra.
106 Pursuant to PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 19, § 492 (1930).
107 This figure represents thirty cases. In seven of them, the face of the record,
either by explicit statement of the judge or by the backdating of the sentence to the
time of commitment, shows that time spent at Farview before trial was taken into
account in sentencing. See also note 110 infra and accompanying text.
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Generally speaking, the crime with which the defendant is charged
does not seem to exert a significant influence upon the ultimate disposition
of his case.10 8 Sex offenders are an exception to this observation. If a
sex offender is not among the quarter of the entire group who are sentenced to prison after leaving the hospital, his chances are almost two out
of three of being placed on probation. A greater correlation was found
between a patient's disposition by the committing court after his discharge
to it and the length of time for which he had been hospitalized. Thus the
median length of hospitalization for those cases that were nol prossed was
three years and seven months; for those in which the offender was placed
on probation, two years and six months; for those in which a suspended
sentence was entered, one year and seven months; and for those in which
the released patient was sentenced to prison, ten months.
That the duration of hospitalization should be a factor of substantial
influence in the exercise of discretion by the prosecution and the court is
hardly surprising. If an individual has been institutionalized for a long
time, prosecuting authorities are apt to think of him as having received
his "punishment," and the community may be less inclined to raise a furor
about "coddling" criminals. This discretionary leniency does much to
correct the inequality with which the written law treats offenders committed before trial and those committed while serving sentences. In the
latter circumstance, time spent in the hospital is counted toward satisfaction of the prison term, 1 9 while no such credit is extended to defendants
committed before being sentenced. 110 While lenient prosecutors and judges
may achieve a rough equality between the two classes of defendants, the
fact that a defendant who is committed to the hospital is likely to be kept
there a long time suggests that a fairer balance would be struck by a
statutory requirement that any sentence imposed on a defendant who has
been committed to an institution for the insane during the course of criminal proceedings against him should be backdated to the date of commitment.
Even the figures set forth, however, will not significantly aid the hospital staff in making its decision in each discrete case which comes before
them. The knowledge that more than three-fourths of the offenders returned to court for further disposition are released almost immediately to
society does not tell the staff that the specific patient before it in a staff
examination is a member of that group. It is this fact, rather than the
overall statistic, which would help and influence the staff in deciding concrete cases.
108 This is true as between immediate freedom and continued custody, the few
cases of arson and, to a lesser extent, the cases of assault and battery, showing the
only striking variation. (See Table III.) There was, however, considerable variation in the legal devices by which freedom was obtained. (See Table III.)
109 PA. STAT. ANN. tit. 50, § 1228 (1954).
110 The lack of such a provision was severely criticized by officials of the Pennsylvania Prison Society. Interview With G. Richard Bacon, Executive Secretary,
and Ernest Goldsborough, Case Supervisor, of the Pennsylvania Prison Society, in
Philadelphia, Pa., July 28, 1960.
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If committing courts were to cooperate in a free exchange of information and recommendations as to the proper treatment of released offenders,
uncertainty as to the patient's future at the time of the staff decision to
discharge him could be virtually eliminated. An important byproduct of
such cooperation would be that those who are most familiar with the defendant's mental makeup-the hospital staff-would likely have a larger
influence than at present upon the court's decision as to sentence. At the
present time, there is very little exchange of information between court
and hospital. Only with regard to offenders committed from Philadelphia
and Allegheny counties I" and by a few scattered other judges does
Farview communicate to the courts an abstract of the defendant's record
and a recommendation as to disposition. It is not that Farview would be
unwilling to extend this procedure to all cases; it is simply that some
committing judges are apparently not interested in receiving this type of
2
psychiatric information or recommendation."1
With some exceptions, discussion of the offender and his prospects
between the judge and the hospital is nonexistent. The hospital report is
confined to a wooden delineation of the personality of the defendant and a
black-or-white statement of whether he continues to be a danger to himself
or society." 3 Such a prediction is not one which psychiatrists can easily
make. : 4
ll In both counties there are special agencies which handle cases involving in-

dicted or convicted persons who manifest signs of mental illness. In Philadelphia,

the agency is the Neuropsychiatric Division of the Court of Quarter Sessions; in
Pittsburgh, the Behavioral Clinic. The existence of these specialized units may
explain why Farview's information and recommendations are more warmly received
in these two counties than elsewhere.
12 Interview With Dr. John P. Shovlin, Superintendent, and Dr. B. J. Willis,
Clinical Director, of Farview State Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960.
113 Typical of the stereotyped evaluations sent the courts are that the patient
is "ingood remission of his mental illness," that he "is fully competent to consult with
counsel in his own defense," and that he will now be "able to adjust satisfactorily
to penitentiary conditions." Attempts to avoid the impossible-to-answer dangerousor-not-dangerous question are often couched in such language as that the "defendant
has received the maximum benefits of hospitalization."
114 Cf. 100 U. PA. L. Rxv. 727, 736-38 (1952) (sex offenders).
Compare
Kreutzer, Re-Examination of the Briggs Law, 39 B.U.L. REv. 188, 198 (1959)
(those charged with capital offenses and recidivists). But cf. Hall, Psychiatry and
Criminal Responsibility, 65 YALE L.J. 761, 766-67 (1956) : "It needs to be recognized
that the issue of the rule of law is involved in certain psychiatrists' criticism of the
legal classification of persons as either 'sane' or 'insane.' This 'black or white' business, say these psychiatrists, flies directly in the face of the known facts-the intermediate grays, the hardly perceptible differences forming an unbroken continuum
between the ideal extremes. But if we are to have a legal order instead of unfettered power, that means precisely that we must submit to generalizations describing
classes of persons, harms, and the like. And given such a class, it follows inevitably
that any relevant item either falls within the class or falls outside it. This is not
the folly of lawyers. The same holds equally true for the classes that comprise the
structure of any science or discipline, and the difficulties encountered by psychiatrists
in reaching agreement on a sound classification of the psychoses aptly illustrate the
limitations that are inherent in the generalization of rules. The criticism of the
legal classification could not be met by adding a class of the 'partially insane,' for
there would still be intermediates that fell between the three classes. And so it
would continue, no matter how many classes were provided." Clearly, as Professor
Hall states, classes are a requisite of the rule of law; but whether this superimposi-
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Obviously, this limited format for communication between hospital and
court makes the hospital staff less able to qualify its judgments as it might
desire, and thereby to present a true and full picture of the defendant's
personality to the committing court. A greater recognition by some judges
that psychiatry is not as yet a precise science and a larger concession by
other judges that despite this fact, psychiatric judgments are entitled to
considerable weight when properly appraised, would probably increase cooperation without requiring any procedural or structural changes in the
present system. Nevertheless, certain procedural innovations would probably be helpful in promoting an understanding acceptance of psychiatric
insights. Thus, if an officer of the committing court, such as a probation
officer, were to be present at the patient's staff examination, he could
convey to the committing judge a better picture of the defendant than is
now rendered by letter, and a disposition of the defendant's case more
tailored to his individual needs would likely result., 5 A court sentencing
an offender should have before it all extant information which would serve
to increase its understanding of the defendant. More information exists
as to defendants committed before trial than is the case with the ordinary
defendant; failure to make the maximum possible use of such information
can mean a denial, by omission, of the proper judicial disposition of
offenders who come before the court for sentencing.
IV. CONCLUSION

It seems hard to deny that certain nontreatment factors exercise a
substantial influence upon the length of an individual patient's hospitalization. For example, that a person was guilty of a sensational sex-motivated
homicide, and that, if released, he would return immediately to the community, can hardly fail to affect the decision of the hospital staff whether
or not to release him. That the statistical results found are not identical
to those expected does not detract from the conclusion that the type of
crime a patient has committed and the place he will go when released are
probably significant factors influencing the staff's decision to discharge
or not.
Such factors, however, cannot explain the vast differences in the
lengths of hospitalization which were found between the two hospitals
studied. They cannot account for or explain why the median length of
tion of legal classes upon the current state of psychiatric knowledge warrants the

law to require of psychiatrists a legal, as opposed to a medical, judgment is quite
another matter. just as clearly, however, the lawyer, with the psychiatrist, would
be justified in asking the additional question, "Sanity for what purpose?" A person
who is not dangerous while confined behind prison bars might be a considerable danger
to his associates if given complete freedom. It is the opportunity to express his
judgment in this manner, rather than to avoid any classification at all, which would
be useful to the psychiatrist.
115 Interview With Dr. John P. Shovlin, Superintendent, and Dr. B. J. Willis,
Clinical Director, of Farview State Hospital, in Waymart, Pa., July 20, 1960.
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stay among current patients at Farview was more than twice the corresponding figure at Trenton, and why the same figure for discharged
patients was twelve times as great at Farview as at Trenton. The explanation for these substantial differences must be sought elsewhere-in
the stringency of the overall release standards employed by the hospital
staffs and in the adequacy of treatment which is available and treatment
which is actually administered. While it is not unlikely that varying release
standards partially account for the disparity, the nature and the extent of
the treatment received by inmates of the two institutions must present at
least a concurrent explanation of the difference. It is difficult to deny that
the type of psychiatric treatment available at Farview State Hospital, as
well as that actually given, is inadequate. Patients at Farview are fed,
clothed, cared for, and amused; but few of them are treated. The primary
cause of this inadequacy is not a lack of effort on the part of the present
staff, which is anxious to improve the treatment that Farview's patients
receive. This demonstrated willingness to treat, although not yet translated into action, represents a marked change during the past twenty years
from a punishment-oriented atmosphere to a treatment-oriented one; this
change in attitude, however, serves only to emphasize the inadequacy of
present therapy. The money for higher salaries and for improved training
programs that would aid in attracting more qualified personnel has not been
forthcoming from the legislature, and without such personnel adequate
treatment must remain in the realm of good intentions.
Even if the current inadequacy of treatment were to continue, however,
certain specific changes might be introduced which would produce benefits
of their own. The advantages derived from Trenton's ability to transfer
patients between its civil and criminal units-the removal of the stigmatic
label of criminal insanity and the increased custodial and medical attention
which can then be devoted to the truly dangerous criminal psychoticindicate that Pennsylvania should give consideration to establishing and
implementing a nonjudicial transfer mechanism which would facilitate the
removal of nondangerous patients whose sentences have expired to appropriate civil mental institutions. In order to insure that all available knowledge is brought to bear upon the disposition of patients who are sentenced
after hospitalization, communication between the criminal courts and the
hospital should be increased, first, by the presence of a representative of
the court at the hospital's staff examination prior to a patient's discharge,
and, second, by an awareness on the part of the judges that they cannot
transfer their responsibility under law for the proper disposition of a case
by insisting that Farview present them with a yes-or-no answer to the
question, "Is this man dangerous ?"
These specific changes, however, will mean little in the long run unless
the treatment which a patient receives while at Farview is materially
improved. Such improvement costs money, in terms of both facilities and
staff. Unless the state legislature is willing to appropriate substantial
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additional funds toward this end, Farview's treatment will continue substandard. While the New Jersey State Hospital at Trenton may be far
from an ideal diagnostic and treatment center for the mentally ill, its
superiority to Farview should be sufficient cause for Pennsylvania to reevaluate its entire program for caring for mentally ill criminals.
R.M.H.
B.B.W.

APPENDIX A
LENGTHS OF HOSPITALIZATION

Length of
Hospitalization
(years)

PatientsReleased 1945-60
Farview
Trenton
No.
%
No.
%

0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5

113
154
104
77
79

9.2%
12.5%
8.5%
6.3%
6.4%

451
88
45
31
25

60.8%
11.9%
6.1%
4.2%
3.4%

111
88
78
60
46

8.2%
6.5%
5.8%
4.5%
3.4%

62
34
17
16
10

23.2%
12.7%
6.4%
6.0%
3.7%

527

42.9%

640

86.3%

383

28.4%

139

52.1%

66
61
45
35
41

5.4%

year
years
years
years
years

Up to 5 years

5-6 years
6-7 years
7-8 years
8-9 years
9-10 years
5-10 years
10-15 years
15-20 years
20-25 years
10-25 years
25-40 years
Over 40 years
Unknown
ToTAs.s

CurrentPopulatioms
Trenton
Farview
%
No.
%
No.

2.4%
12%

4.9%
3.1%

4.5%

3.7%
2.9%
3.3%

1.2%

4.5%
3.0%

0.7%

3.2%
3.1%
3.9%

248

20.2%

5.5%

18.2%

172%

137
98
65

11.1%
8.0%
5.3%

3.0%
1.5%

17.4%
10.9%

0.8%

8.8%

8.6%
7.5%
5.6%

300

24.4%

5.3%

37.1%

21.7%

108

8.8%
1.1%

1.1%

9.0%

2.6%

1.9%

11.9%
2.2%
2.1%

1,229 100.0%

100.0%

14
32

5.0%

161
30
28

1,348 100.0%

2.6%
2.6%

100.0%1
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APPENDIX C
MEDIAN CoMMrMENT OF CURRENT AND RELASED PATIENTS,

Farview
Patients
Crime

By CRI=E
Trenton

Discharged
1945-60

Current
Patients

Patients
Discharged
1945-60

Imo.
2mo.
9mo.
6mo.
4mo.
3mo.
3mo.
4mo.
3mo.
Imo.
5mo.

12yr. Imo.
4yr. 11 mo.
7yr. 0mo.
4yr. 10mo.
7yr. 5mo.
9yr. 7mo.
Iyr. 9mo.
6 yr. 10 mo.
6yr. 11mo.
4 yr. 10 mo.
6yr. 5mo.

lOyr. 11 mo.
lyr. 5mo.
6yr. Imo.
Iyr. 6mo.
1yr. Imo.
4yr. 0oo.
...
7 mo.
13yr. 4mo.
3yr. 9mo.

Iyr. llmo.
lyr. 0mo.
9tMo.
4too.
11mo.
4mo.
3o.
1 Mo.
2mo.
2mo.

......

......

9yr. 11 mo.
2yr. 4mo.

4yr. 7mo.
2yr. 5mo.
6yr. 2mo.
2 yr. 10 mo.
5yr. 2mo.
6yr. 4mo.

2yr. 11 mo.

7 mo.

15 yr.11 Mo.
5mo.

4yr. 8nmo.
3 Mo.
7 mo.

4yr. 4mo.

5 Mo.

Current
Patients

Homicide
Sex Offenses
Assault & Battery
Burglary, Larceny, etc.
Robbery
Arson
Forgery
Juvenile Delinquency
Drunk, Disorderly
Threats to Kill
Malicious Mischief
Firearms & Weapons
Offenses
Parole Violations
Civil Cases
Miscellaneous
Unknown

13yr.
7yr.
10yr.
lyr.
lOyr.
lyr.
2yr.
10yr.
10yr.
14yr.
lyr.

ALL CASES

10yr. 9mo.

5yr. 6mo.

5yr. 11mo.
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